
ESSAYS ON GENEALOGY OF MORALS

Friedrich Nietzscheâ€™s â€œOn the Genealogy of Moralityâ€• includes his theory on manâ€™s development of
â€œbad conscience.â€•. Nietzsche believes that when transitioning from a free-roaming individual to a member of a
community, man had to suppress his â€œwill to power,â€• his natural.

Something to match the enticing, intoxicating, narcotizing, corrupting power of that symbol of the "holy
cross," that ghastly paradox of a "god on the cross," that mystery of an unimaginable and ultimate cruelty and
self-crucifixion of god for the salvation of mankind? In the way of a lively riddle, they even offer, I confess,
something substantially more than their booksâ€”they are interesting in themselves! The priestly-noble
method of evaluating has, as we saw, other preconditions: these make it difficult enough for them when it
comes to war! The "pure man" is from the start simply a man who washes himself, who forbids himself certain
foods which produce diseases of the skin, who doesn't sleep with the dirty women of the lower people, who
has a horror of bloodâ€”no more, not much more! Yet the priests are, as is notorious, the worst
enemiesâ€”why? Now, first of all, it's obvious to me that from this theory the origin of the idea "good" has
been sought for and established in the wrong place: the judgment "good" did not move here from those to
whom "goodness" was shown! The incompetence of their genealogies of morals reveals itself at the very
beginning, where the issue is to determine the origin of the idea and of the judgment "good. This pride should
be humbled, this evaluation of worth emptied of value. Here the feeling has reached the opposite of that low
level of warmth which is a condition for that calculating shrewdness, that calculation by utilityâ€”and not just
for a moment, not for an exceptional hour, but permanently. Who has the courage to do it? Et tamen hoec jam
habemus quodammodo per fidem spiritu imaginante repraesentata. And this occurs in the apparently objective
realm of natural science and physiology, a point which I can only hint at here. In that case no nation ever had a
greater mission in the world's history. Indeed, he has no enemy other than one who has nothing to despise and
a great deal to respect! Basically we can deal with all the other things, born as we are to an underground and
struggling existence. Today what is it that constitutes our aversion to "man"? In fact, in contempt there is too
much negligence, too much dismissiveness, too much looking away and impatience, all mixed together, even
too much feeling of joy, for it to be capable of converting its object into a truly distorted monster. Natural
scientists are no better when they say "Force moves, force causes" and so onâ€”our entire scientific
knowledge, for all its coolness, its freedom from feelings, still remains exposed to the seductions of language
and has not gotten rid of the changelings foisted on it, the "Subject" the atom, for example, is such a
changeling, like the Kantian "Thing in itself" : it's no wonder that the repressed, secretly smouldering feelings
of rage and hate use this belief for themselves and, in fact, maintain a faith in nothing more strongly than in
the idea that the strong are free to be weak and predatory birds are free to be lambsâ€”and in so doing, they
arrogate to themselves the right to blame the birds of prey for being birds of prey. Nietzsche lists eleven
different uses or "meanings" of punishment, and suggests that there are many more. Europe is full of such
"comedians of the Christian-moral ideal. The 'Salvation' of the human race namely, from 'the masters' is well
under way. In the wilderness they make up for the tension which a long fenced-in confinement within the
peace of the community brings about. Bearing in mind a possibility of this sort, let me suggest the following
questionâ€”it merits the attention of philologists and historians as much as of professional philosophical
scholars: What indications does the scientific study of language, especially etymological research, provide for
the history of the development of moral concepts? But if there are heavenly goddesses who are our patrons,
beyond good and evil, then from time to time grant me a glimpse, grant me a single glimpse into something
perfect, something completely developed, something happy, powerful, triumphant, from which there is still
something to fear! The resentment of the noble man himself, if it comes over him, consumes and exhausts
itself in an immediate reaction and therefore does not poison. His spirit loves hiding places, secret paths, and
back doors. It is not fear; it is rather that we have nothing more to fear from men; it is that the worm "man" is
in the foreground and pullulates ; it is that the "tame man," the wretched mediocre and unedifying creature,
has learnt to consider himself a goal and a pinnacle, an inner meaning, an historic principle, a "higher man";
yes, it is that he has a certain right so to consider himself, in so far as he feels that in contrast to that excess of
deformity, disease, exhaustion, and effeteness whose odour is beginning to pollute present-day Europe, he at
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any rate has achieved a relative success, he at any rate still says "yes" to life. First Essay, Sections Summary
Nietzsche opens by expressing dissatisfaction with the English psychologists who have tried to explain the
origin of morality. The utility of the unegoistic action is supposed to be the origin of the praise it receives, and
this origin has allegedly been forgotten: but how is this forgetting even possible? We don't see anything today
which wants to be greater. In what is an even more decisive and deeper sense, Judea once again was victorious
over the classical ideal at the time of the French Revolution.


